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Abstract 
Lambert, J.L., A structure to decide reachability in Petri nets, Theoretical Computer Science 99 
(1992) 79-104. 
A new structure to analyse Petri nets and decide reachability is presented. Originated in Mayr’s 
regular constraint graphs with a consistent marking, it is simplified, cleared and made more flexible 
by the introduction of the new structure of precovering graph. With its help we prove new results 
for languages generated by a Petri net and initial and final markings constraints. 
Introduction 
Petri nets are a mathematical model used for the analysis of parallel processes 
[14]. The reachability problem for Petri nets was first mentioned in terms of vector 
addition systems in [6] and remained unsolved for a long time. The non-semi-linearity 
of the reachability set of some Petri nets [4] made it impossible to reduce the 
problem to the decidable emptiness of two computable semi-linear sets. It is only 
by the use of a singular technique that Mayr [lo] proved that the problem is 
decidable. This technique was simplified later by Kosaraju [7, Ill. Unfortunately, 
the complexity of the two proofs (especially in [lo]) wrapped the result in mystery 
and no use of their original ideas has been made until now. 
In this article we extract from these two proofs a computable structure: theperfect 
marked graph-transition sequences which does not only allow to decide reachability 
but permits the general study of Petri nets with initial and final markings. We show 
the power of this new structure for the languages generated by a Petri net with 
initial and final markings. 
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This structure has its origin in Mayr’s regular constraint graphs with a consistent 
marking [lo] but the principle of the algorithm we use to build it is far more simple 
than Mayr’s algorithm and essentially due to Kosaraju [7]. Technical steps are 
greatly simplified by the introduction of the precovering graphs. We completely 
suppressed the use of Presburger’s arithmetic. 
In the domain of Petri net languages, the main consequence of the perfect marked 
graph-transition sequences is a very general iteration lemma. As consequences we 
first get that the set {Iu(,,, u E L} for an a E 2 and Lc I* the language of a Petri 
net (with initial and final markings) whose transitions are arbitrary labelled is finite 
or contains an infinite arithmetic sequence. This leads us to prove that a wide family 
of languages are not Petri net languages in the sense of the most general definition 
[13]. We then obtain that the regularity of the unlabelled language of a Petri net 
with an initial and a final marking is decidable. We conclude by reproving that if 
C is a finite alphabet containing at least two letters, the language PAL(E) of the 
palindromes of 1” is not a Petri net language. This result has been proved already 
by Jantzen in [5] with a completely different method. 
The Sections 1 and 2 of this article deal with notations and three well-known 
results that are used later. In Section 3 we present some structures on Petri nets. 
The first one is the well-known covering graph of which we slightly generalized the 
construction. The other two are the precovering graphs and the marked graph- 
transition sequences, the structure to decide reachability. The algorithm to decide 
reachability is presented in Section 4, it is based on one hand on a condition 
concerning the marked graph-transition sequences to compute a firable sequence 
from it; on the other hand on the decomposition of the marked graph-transition 
sequences which do not satisfy this condition. The announced results in Petri net 
languages theory are proved in Section 5. 
1. Notations and elementary definitions 
1.1. Petri nets and the reachability problem 
Z is the set of integers, N is the set of positive integers. If P is a finite set let 
Card(P) be its cardinality. We define N” and Z’, the sets of functions from P into 
N and h (i.e. the set of the Card( P)-tuples indexed by P) and we define on N” the 
component-wise order. 
M G M’ e Vpc P, M(p)< M’(p) (we say M is smaller than M’), 
M<M’a MsM’and MZM’. 
A Petri net R is a 4-tuple (P, T, Pre, Post) where P is the finite set of places, T the 
finite set of transitions and Pre and Post two mappings from T in N? The elements 
of N” are called the markings of the Petri net R. 
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We say that t E T isfirable at m E Np and the resulting markings is m’E IV’, denoted 
by m[t)m’, iff m 3 Pre(t) and m’= m - Pre( t)+ Post(t). The at m ENS of 
a sequence of transitions t, . . t, is defined 
m[u)m’ u = m[u’)m”, m”[t,,)m’ 
m[u) e 3m’ENp, m[u)m’. 
are now a position to the reachabilit_y problem Petri nets terms 
of addition systems [6]): 
Given Petri net and two mi and m,-jind algorithm to 
decide there exists sequence of u that mi[u)mr. 
To present algorithm we will some additional definitions and concepts in 
language and theories. We introduce now. 
1.2. de$nitions 
First we the definition of the to allow value of 
to arbitrarily large and ti = v {w} w is cardinality 
of N (w +x = w, w -x = w, OJ 2 x Vx E N), Rf’ the set of Card (P)-tuples in ti indexed 
by P. 
On tip we define the component-wise order as in N” and the w-order defined by 
Mc,M’ e VpeP, M’(p)#w+M(p)=M’(p) 
(we say M is under M’), 
<w being the corresponding strict order. 
We trivially extend the definition of firability of sequences to markings in tip. The 
following property is evident. 
Proposition 1.1. Let R = (P, T, Pre, Post) be a Petri net, m E 1%4’ and u a sequence of 
transitions then mlu) implies that there exists k E N such that for any p E NP 
It is useful to define the displacement of a sequence u = t, . . . t, as (( u(( = 
C:=, Post(t,)-Pre(t;). For XE&’ the p E P such that x(p) = w are called the 
o-components of x. X E Rp for x E m is defined for each p E P by X(p) = x. For x E mp 
and Tc P, xjT is the vector of tiT such that x\~( p) = x(p) for each p E T. 
Remark. In this article the letters m and A will designate members of I%? /1 will 
always be a member of Np. The relation between p, m, & will always be 
m ZU Jtz3W#u. 
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The announced concepts in formal language and graph theories are now introduced. 
Formal languages 
Let 2 be a finite alphabet. .X* denotes the set of finite words on 2 (i.e. the free 
monoid on Z), h is the empty word. For u E X*, u # h, u = a,a2a3.. . a, we define 
l Ig(u) = n its length, 
l /uI E N’ the Parikh image of u, lul(a) denoted by Iu(, is the number of occurrences 
of a in u, 
l ~~=a,... a, its reverse, 
l u(i) = a, E 2 the ith letter of u. 
A language L on alphabet 1 is a subset of I*. A morphism from a language L into 
another L’ is a function 4 such that I = 4(u)4(u). 
Given a Petri net R, we will use the language of the sequences jirable at /I, EN”, 
and the language of the sequencesjirable at ucL, for which the resulting marking is pre NP: 
L(R Pi) ={u E T*, pi[u)l, 
Some other concepts and definitions which are not necessary in the proof of the 
decidability of reachability will be introduced in Section 5.3. 
Graphs 
A directed graph G is a couple (V, E) where V is the finite set of vertices and E 
a multi-set of elements of VX V, called the directed edges or arcs. E(G) denotes 
the set of arcs of G, and V(G) the set of vertices of G. The set of the paths in G 
from x E V(G) to y E V(G) will be considered as a language on Eand denoted by 
Lo( G, x, y). If we consider G as an automaton, L,,( G, X, y) is the language of G 
with x as initial state and y as final state. 
For any x E V, the elements of L,,( G, x, x) are called (directed) circuits. For 
x E V(G) we denote by 
w+(x) = {(x, y) E E(G)} the set of arcs leaving x, 
w-(x) = {(y, x) E E(G)} the set of arcs entering x. 
For a vertex x we define the strongly connected component of x (SCC of x) by 
G’ = ( V’, E’), 
V’ = {Y E V ( L,( G, x, Y) + B and Ld G, y, x) f Ul, 
E’= En V’x V’. 
A graph is called strongly connected iff it is the SCC of one of its vertices (and it 
is then the SCC of any of its vertices). A labelled graph is a couple (G, t) where G 
is a graph and t is a mapping from E into a set T. If we select two vertices x and 
y, the language of (G, t) from x to y is t( L,,( G, x, y)) c T*. Since there will be no 
ambiguity concerning the mapping t, this language will be denoted by L( G, x, y). 
This language is the language of G considered as an automaton over alphabet T. 
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2. Three elementary results 
We present here three well-known and easy results that we will use in the following. 
The first one is Euler’s classical theorem on the paths in a graph; it is used in every 
proof of the reachability theorem [lo, 71. The second one is a refinement of 
Presburger’s arithmetic we need in the algorithm. We define a set II easier to compute 
than the semi-linear sets of [lo, 71. The third one is implicit in [lo, 71. It tells that 
the paths in a graph have a canonical decomposition in circuits. 
Theorem 2.1. Let G = ( V, E) be a strongly connected graph and x E NE satisfying x * 1 
and 
tlqE v: 
&) x(e) = Jis) x(e) 
then for any q E V, there exists a path u E L,( G, q, q) such that \u\ = x. These equations 
are traditionally called Kirchof’s laws. 
Theorem 2.2. Let P be a$nite set and Ax = b a system of equations for x E Np. The set 
R={~EPIYxEN~, Ax=O+x(p)=O} 
is computable and if R #(b the set S = {xl,, x E Np, Ax = b} is finite and computable. 
Moreover, a vector x0 E NP such that xOIR 2 i and Ax, = 0 is called a maximal support 
solution of Ax = 0. We can compute one such solution. 
An algorithm for computing the sets R and S and a maximal support solution is 
described in [8]. 
Theorem 2.3. Let G = ( V, E) be afinite graph, (r, q) E V2. There exists a$nite compu- 
table subset 2 of L,( G, r, q) such that for any u E L,( G, r, q), there exists s E 1 and 
u = u,s(l)u,s(2). . .4lg(s))u,,,s, 
with 1.4; E L,( G, qi, qi), where q, is de$ned by q0 = r, s(i) = (qi_, , q,) and qIgCSj = q. 
Proof. E is the set of the circuit-free words of L,(G, r, q). 0 
3. The structures 
3.1. The covering graphs 
The structure of covering graph has been introduced first by Karp and Miller [6]. 
It allows to decide if the marking in a given place p can be arbitrarily increased. 
We will have to test this property during the algorithm for reachability. 
Let R = (P, T, Pre, Post) be a Petri net and G a graph labelled by T. We choose 
q,,E V(G) as the initial state of G. We define the covering graph by a simple 
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generalization of its classical definitions (see [6]) to take into account the additional 
constraint that we are only interested in the firing sequences which are also a path 
leaving qO in G. It must be noticed that it is possible to simulate this constraint by 
adding a place for each vertex of G and by creating a transition for each arc 
e = (q, q’) of G whose action is to take a token in the place associated with q and 
to put it in the place assoicated with q’ for the new places and the action of t(e) 
for the remaining places. The initial new marking m: is: one token in the place 
associated with qO, zero in the other new places and mi elsewhere. 
Definition. Let R = (P, T, Pre, Post) be a Petri net, m, E &‘, G a graph labelled by 
T and q,,E V(G). Let 9 = ( V, E) a graph labelled by T such that Vc V(G) x mp. 
37 is a covering graph for (R, G, q,), WI,) and we write 
iff it is obtained as the result of an execution of the following algorithm: 
begin 
% we begin by building the tree 9’ % 
% building 9’ % 
begin 
9’ is a graph with only one unmarked vertex labelled (qO, mi) while there 




for all e = (q, q’) E E such that m[ t( e))A 
define m’ by 
m’(p) = w if there exists an ancestor k” of k labelled (q’, m”) with 
m”< A’ and A’(p) > m”(p) 
m’(p) = .A!/‘( p) else 
build a vertex k’ labelled (q’, m’) and an arc (k, k’) labelled t(e). 




% building 92 % 
begin 
V( 9) is the set of the labels of the vertices of 9’ there exists an arc ((q, m), 
(q’, m’)) labelled t in 9 itT there exists an arc (k, k’) in E (9’) labelled t where 
k is labelled (q, m) and k’ is labelled (q’, m’). 
end 
end 
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It is clear that by construction CG(R, G, q,,, m;) # 0. The other main properties 
of CG(R, G, qO, mi) are given in the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. Let %E CG(R, G, qo, m,) then the following assertions are true: 
(i) 52 isjinite and we can compute a member of CG(R, G, q,,, mi). 
(ii) For any e = ((q, m), (q’, m’)) E E(Y) we haue m[t(e))A’ sW ml. 
(iii) u E L(R, m,) n L(G, qO, q) implies u E L( 9, (qO, m,), (q, m)) where m sW m, + 
Ilull. 
(iv) For each (q, m) E V(Y), and each N EN we can compute uN E L(G, q,,, q) n 
L(R, mi) such that m,[uN)mN where mN satisfies 
mN zw m and m(p)=w+m,(p)zN. 
(v) There exists a vertex ( qO, m) E V( 9) such that for each ( qO, m’) E V( 9) 
mi SW m’=3m’ SW m (i.e. m is the largest marking over mi in qO) 
m is called the covering of (R, G, qO, m,) denoted by m = C( R, G, qO, m,). m does not 
depend on the chosen 9~ CG(R, G, qo, m,) and mi sw m. 
Proof. Properties (i) to (iv) are classical. To prove (v) let 9’~ CG(R, G, qO, mj) and 
(qO, m’) E V( %I), (q,,, m”) E V( 9’) such that m’ au m,, m” sW mi we claim that there 
exists (qO, m) E V( 3) and m B_, m’, m aW m”. By (iv) for any N EN there exists two 
sequences U, and u2 in L(G, qo, qo) such that 
ml(p) = m;(p) if m,(p) = m’(p), m,(p)> m,(p)+ N else, 
m,(p) = m,(p) if m,(p) = m”(p), m,(p)> m,(p)+ N else. 
Now mi[u,uz)m3 and by (iii) there exists (qo, m) E V( 9) such that m sW m3. Let us 
choose N greater than any finite component of a vertex of 9. We get m’(p) = w or 
m”(p)=wjm,(p)>NJm(p)=w and mJp)=m’(p)=m”(p) else. Thus 
m aw m’ and m aw m”. 
Nowlet(q,,m)E V(Y)suchthatm’a, m is impossible for (q,,, m) E V( %), clearly 
m satisfies the conclusion of the theorem. 0 
We now give the important definition of covering sequence. 
Definition. Let R = (P, T, Pre, Post) be a Petri net, G a directed graph labelled by 
T, qoE V(G), mi E mp. Let m = C(R, G, qo, m,) be the covering of m, then any 
u E L( G, qo, 90) n L( R, mi) such that 
m;(p)+w * (Ilull(~)~O and Ilull( iff m(p)=w) 
is called a covering sequence of (R, G, qo, m,). The set of the covering sequences is 
denoted by CS(R, G, qo, m,). 
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We have an evident corollary of Theorem 3.1. 
Corollary 3.1. CS( R, G, qo, m,) f I? and we can compute one of its elements. 
3.2. The precovering graphs 
The precovering graphs are implicit in Mayr’s and Kosaraju’s proofs. In our proof 
they will simplify the technical steps with the help of their simple and elegant 
properties. In Section 3.2.3 we will establish that we can decompose this structure 
gracefully. These decomposition results are a fundamental part of the reachability 
algorithm. 
3.2.1. Dejinition and elementary properties 
Definition. Let R be a Petri net. A T-labelled directed strongly connected graph 
G = (V, E) such that Vc m’ is a precovering graph on R if7 
VeEE(G), e=(m,m’) + m[t(e))A’~,m’. 
We say that a precovering graph is initiated if one of its vertices is distinguished; 
an initiated precovering graph (IPG) is thus a couple (C, m) where m E V(C). 
The fundamental properties of precovering graphs are listed in the following 
proposition. 
Proposition 3.1. Let R = (P, T, Pre, Post) he a Petri net and G = ( V, E) a precovering 
graph on R. Then 
(i) e = (m, m’) E E j m[ t( e))m’ and the vertices of G have the same w-components. 
Wethenmaydt$neR(G)={p~P~Vm~V,m(p)=w}, thesetof’thew-components 
of G. 
(ii) For two vertices m and m’ in V, u E L( G, m, m’)+m[u)m’. 
(iii) Every strongly connected sub-graph of a precovering graph is a precovering 
graph. 
(iv) Let m, E V, A, E tip such that .A!, s,, m, and %ECG(R, G, m,,&,), then the 
vertices (m, A) qf 9 satisfy ..!A scti m and the projection 
II?: V(%)+U, (m,.M)+A 
is injective. Moreover, each SCC qf the graph II>( 9) is a precovering graph on R. 
Proof. (i) is due to the strong connectivity of the graph, (ii) is an iteration of (i), 
(iii) is evident. (iv) Let (m, Al) E V(Y), by Theorem 3.1 (iv) for any NE N there 
exists uN E L(G, m,, m) such that 
but by (ii) mt[uN)m thus .,HN = IIuN 11 +A, s<,, mj + IIuN II = m finally .,ti s_ m which 
implies that 112 is injective since the vertices of G have the same w-components. 
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By Theorem 3.l(ii), e = ((m, Jtl), (m’, A’)) E E(9) implies m[t(e))A’ sw llz’ and 
the SCC of ZZz( 9) are thus precovering graphs. 0 
Property (ii) tells that the precovering graphs describe the firability on bounded 
places. (iii) and (iv) show that when we decompose a precovering graph we get 
new precovering graphs. 
3.2.2. 7?re inversion of the precovering graphs 
A useful operation will be to reverse the Petri net and the precovering graphs. 
The reason why we will have to do this is that we will increase the marking in some 
places to make some sequences firable and then we will have to decrease it. This 
second operation is equivalent to increase the marking in the reverse net. 
Definitions. Let R = (P, T, Pre, Post) be a Petri net. We define 
(i) The Petri net R”” as R”“= (P, T”“, Pre, Post) where T”‘= {t”‘, t E T}, 
Pre( rrev) = Post(t), Post( P”) = Pre( t). 
(ii) For u E T” its reverse ure’ E ( Trrv)* is defined as ureV = t’,“. . . ty”. 
(iii) For C = ( V, E) a precovering graph on R, C”’ = ( V, Ere’) where E”’ = {erev 
for e E E} and erev is defined for e = (4, 9’) by erev = (q’, q), t(e”‘) = t(e)rev. 
The following proposition is clear. 
Proposition 3.2. (i) m[u)m’ in R~~‘[u”“)m in R”“. 
(ii) Zf C is a precovering graph on R, C rev is a precovering graph on R”“. 
3.2.3. The decomposition of the precovering graphs 
We now apply the properties of the precovering graph (Proposition 3.1) to 
decompose them gracefully. We present three propositions corresponding to three 
situations that will occur in the decomposition algorithm presented at Theorem 4.2. 
The general principle of the decomposition is the same in each case and described 
in Fig. 1. A precovering graph is burst into a finite set of alternating sequences of 
transitions and precovering graphs. Each new precovering graph is in a sense smaller 
than the original one either because it contains less arcs or because its vertices have 
less w-components. 
Proposition 3.3. Let 9 = (C, m) be an ZPG on a Petri net R, .& sW m. 
Zf m = C(R, C, m, A) then let u E CS( R, C, m, -4) and v E L( C, m, m). There exists 
two integers k, and kb such that 
k 3 k, implies A[[ u”v), kak:, implies u~vECS(R,C,~,&). 
Zf m # C (R, C, m, A) then nle can compute a jinite (possibly empty) subset 2 of T* 
andfor every SEX a sequence of ZPG: (Cl, mi). . .(Cf8(,,, m&,,) such that 
A% = mt, n(c:) 5 Q(C), m:[s(i))m:+ Ils(i)ll SW mj+, . 
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cl m . 
‘@ S’(‘) c (-J; ’ s’(2) ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
c ;’ C; 
Fig. 1 
For every u E L( C, m, m) and A[ u), there exists s E 2 such thar 
u = u,,s(l). .s(lg(s))u,,,,, with u, E L(CZ, m:, mi). 
Proof. If m = C( R, C, m, A) the conclusion is a consequence of m[v) by Proposition 
1.1 and the definition of a covering sequence. If m # C( R, C, m, A), compute a 
95 E CG( R, C, m, A), let u E L(C, m, m) such that A[ v) by Theorem 3.1, u E 
L(% (m, A), (m, “d’)) and 
A’~,uC(R,C,m,.A)<,m (since(m,C(R,C,m,.H))EV(%)and 
m # C( R, C, m, A)). 
To conclude we just apply Theorem 2.3 to L( 9, (m, A), (m, A’)) and transform 9 
by the projection II,. C’: is the SCC of rn: in 112(%), ml[s(i))mi+ IIs s,,, ml,, 
by Theorem 3.l(ii) and O(C:)sn(C) because 
mXs(l))ml,+ Il~(l)lI SW ml...[s(n))m,h-,+Ils(n)/ G,m:,=A’<,m 
and the rn: have strictly less w-components than m. 0 
By applying the inversion operation, we get the reverse version of this proposition. 
Proposition 3.4. Let 93 = (C, m) be an IPG on a Petri net R, 4 s,,, m. If m = 
C( R”‘, C”“, m, .&) then let urrv E CS( R”“, C’““, m, A) and v E L( C, m, m), there 
exists two integers k, and k:, such that 
k 2 k, implies .,fX[(urr’)‘vre’), 
k 2 kb implies ( LI~~‘)~v~~‘E CS( R”“, C”‘, m, A). 
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If m # C( R”“, C”‘, m, ~84) then we can compute a finite (possibly empty) subset 2 of 
T” andfor every SEE a sequence of IPG: (Cl, mi). .(C&,,), mt(,,) such that 
~2 = mSp(.Y), fl(C:)rn(C), ml[s(i - 1)““)m: - JJs(i - 1)/l SW mf-, . 
For every u E L( C, m, m) such that JU[urev), there exists s E Z and 
u = u,s(l). . .s(lg(s))u,,(,, with USE L(C:, ml, m:). 
The third case of decomposition will occur in a situation which does not depend 
on the precovering graph but on the structure it will belong to. 
Proposition 3.5. Let 9 = (C, m) be an IPG on a Petri net R = (P, T, Pre, Post). Let 
‘8 c E(C) be a non-empty subset of arcs and F c Nr a jinite set of Card( %Y)-tuples. 
There exists a finite (possibly empty) computable subset Z of T* and for every s E Z 
a sequence of IPG: (Ci, m;). . .(C&(,), m&,,) such that 
m = m;= m&,,,, n(c:)=n(c), 
Card(E(Cj))<Card(E(C)), mXs(i))m:+ ,. 
For every u E L( C, m, m) satisfying u = t(u”), (uOllc E F there exists s E .Z and 
u = u,s(l)u,s(2). . .s(lg(s))u,,(,, with u, E L(C:, m:, my). 
Proof. Let C’=(V(C), E(C)-%) and U’E L,(C, m, m) such that (u~(~ E F, then u0 
is of the form 
0 0 
I.4 = %X,&(2). . .adm&,, 
where lsllA = lu”llc E F, IsI[~_~ =6, up, L( C, qi, q:) where q, and q: are defined by 
s(i) = (q:_,, qi), qO = qlgcSj = m. Since F is finite, there exists a finite set of words 
s E E such that 1~11% E F and IsII~_~ =o. Applying the result of Theorem 2.3 to 
L,(C’, qi, qi) we get the result with Cf the SCC of rn: in C’ and 
Card(E(Cj))sCard(E(C’))=Card(E(C))-Card(%). 
Moreover, m = rn; = m,‘g( (, because qO = qlgcsj = m, m:[s( i))mf+ , is by Proposition 
3.1(i). 0 
3.3. The marked graph-transition sequences 
3.3.1. Dejinitions 
The graph-transition sequences are the result of the decomposition of the precovering 
graphs. Their definition is deduced from the general decomposition scheme of 
Propositions 3.3-3.5. 
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Definition. Let R = (P, T, Pre, Post) be a Petri net. A graph-transition sequence (GTS) 
011 on R is a finite alternating sequence of initiated precovering graphs and transitions 
of the Petri net: 
(Co, m,Jt,(C,, ml). . . t,(Ctt, m,). 
A graph-transition sequence is marked (MGTS) if there exists a function cp which 
associates a couple (A,, 4:) t (tip)” to each initiated precovering graph (C,, m,) of 
the GTS such that 
J& will be called the input marking of C, and 4; the output marking of C,. 
The marked graph-transition sequence will be denoted (Uu, cp), ~?4’~( Ou, cp) = JR,, is 
the input marking of (Ou, cp); Aout( Q, cp) = A L is the output marking of (“u, cp). 
The language of a MGTS is the set of the sequences firable in the Petri net R 
which are made of paths in the IPG of the GTS and respect the initial and the final 
markings of each IPG. 
Definition. Let (%Y, cp) be a MGTS on a Petri net R. Its language, denoted by L( %!, cp), 
is the set of the sequences u = u,,t,u, . . t,,u, such that 
(i) u, E UC,, mrr m,), 
(ii) there exists po, pi), . . . , p,,, pL in N” such that p, ~~Jll,, PL: <,,Ju: and 
/44Px~,>P,[uI). . .[L)P,,[UJP*:,. 
These definitions are illustrated in Fig. 2. 
The principle of the algorithm is to find a MGTS having some properties which 
allow us to compute a sequence belonging to its language. To do that we will 
approximate the constraints given in the previous definition by decidable constraints 
from which we will deduce a sequence of L(oll, cp). The characteristic equation we 
introduce now is the “linear” part of these constraints. 
Fig. 2. 
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3.3.2. The characteristic equation of a MGTS 
Definition. Let u E L(%, cp), where (%, cp) is a MGTS on a Petri net R. We define 
the set of components by % = {c,(p), c:(p) for 0s i < n and p E P} (this is the set 
of variables for the components of the input and output markings of the IPG of 
(‘42, cp)) and let E = lJr_, E(C,). A vector x E N”“’ is associated with u = 
u,t,u,. . . t,p, E L(%, cp) iff there exist 
for 0s is n: UPC L,( Ci, m,, mi) such that ui = t(ul), 
for0sisn: ~,~~~,~~~~~suchthat~~~,~~,~~~,JU~and 
/4I[%)&[tl)N[4). . .[cJPcL,r~n)P~~ 
and -dEcc.,, = Id, -dcl(p)) = P,(P), x(cXP)) = F:(P). 
This vector, which exists but is not unique for a given u E L(oU, cp), satisfies a 
system of equations which is called the characteristic equation of (“u, cp). We now 
present this system. 
Theorem and Definition. Let (a, cp) a MGTS on a Petri 
equation of (3, ~0) is the following system of equations 
x E NE”” associated with a u E L( 021, cp): 
for every 0s is n and PE P, 
net R. The characteristic 
satisfied by every vector 
x(c:(P)) = A:(P) if Ai(p)#w, 
x(c,+,(p))-x(c:(p))= IIt,+Ill(p) if is n-l, 
x(c,(p))+ C x(e)llt(e)ll(p)-x(c:(p))=O. etE(C‘,1 
for every 0 c is n and m E V( C,), 
c x(e)- C x(e) = 0. 
e&w+(m) eiw ,m, 
The fact that any x associated with an element of L( %, cp) satisfies these equations 
is straightforward and left to the reader. 
4. The algorithm 
4.1. Finding a jirable sequence 
4.1.1. Some necessary conditions on the MGTS 
We are going to list the conditions on a MGTS that will allow us to get a firable 
sequence from it. We begin with some explanations. 
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The tit-able sequence will be constructed from a solution of the characteristic 
equation. This solution will have to satisfy the following additional properties: 
l USE L,,(C,, m,, m,) is realised if luyl=xl, ,(.,,ai, (Theorem 2.1). 
l p,[u;) is partially realised if we can increase the p,(p) when J&(P) = W. 
l p,[u:“) is partially realised if we can increase the pI( p) when -ti:( p) = W. 
In addition we will require the following properties for the MGTS: 
l pi[t,+,) imposes ..$[:[I,+,). 
l pi[ui) is achieved if we can increase p,(p) when mi( p) = w and JY,( p) # W. 
l p,[u:‘“) is achieved if we can increase p:(p) when m,(p) = w and ./cz:(p) # w. 
l Pi+ Ilull =P. f IS realised if .Hi”( %, cp) = p, and .J!““‘(%, p) = pr. 
Some of these conditions are realised by decomposing the MGTS into perfect MGTS 
that we are just going to define. The remaining conditions will be checked after or 
realised before decomposing the MGTS. 
Definition. Let (%, cp) be a MGTS on a Petri net R, Ax = b its characteristic equation. 
We say that (“u, cp) is perfect iff 
(i) for 0s is n, 
m, = C(R, C,, m,, .%), m, = C( R”‘, C:“, m,, .JX~:) 
(ii) there exists a solution x E +Z Fi-’ ’ of the equation Ax = 0 such that 
Xlr. 3 i, x(c,(p))Sl if .ti,(p)=w, x(c:(p))21 if &:(p)=w. 
We now prove that if (3, cp) is perfect, we can, with two additional assumptions, 
find an element of L(%, cp). 
4.1.2. The iteration lemma 
We begin with a very useful definition. 
Definition. Let (021, q) be a MGTS on a Petri net R. A sequence (( ui, u,)),,. ;. n where 
u, E CS(R C,, m,, .I[,), ~7’ E CS( R”“, C:‘“, m,, Jd:) 
is called a sequence of covering sequences .for (%, cp). 
We now present the iteration lemma. 
Lemma 4.1. Let (%, cp) be a peyftict MGTS on a Petri net R = (P, T, Pre, Post), Ax = b 
its characteristic equation. Suppose that . U:[ t,+,) then 
l Let x, EhEV’ be a solution in (nonnecessarily positive) integers of Ax = b, 
l let x,EN’“’ be a maximal support solution sf Ax = 0, 
l let ((u,, v,))~,. ,. ,I a sequence of covering sequences for (Q, cp). 
We can compute 
CY E N, k, E V 4 E L(C,, m,, m,), P, E L(C,, m,, m;) 
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such that 
6) IX:_,, Ilu,w4(p)= a(%(cj(p))-xo(co(p))), 
(ii) for ka kc,: (u”)“Po(w,)A(u,)ht,(u,)~-PI(wl)k(~I)h . (u,)hA(w,l)k(u,l)k E 
-UK cp). 
Proof. We first define p, and wi. Compute n EN such that x, + nx,z 0 and xllF + 
nxOIE 2 i (such an n exists since (Ou, cp) is perfect); let xi = x, + nx,. We may compute 
by Theorem 2.1 /S:‘G L,,(C,, m,, m,) such that l/3pl =x{I~(~,); let /3, = t(Pv). Take 
(up, v:) E L,,( C,, m,, m,)’ such that U, = t(up) and u, = t(uy). (Q, cp) is complete so 
we can compute an cy EN satisfying 
~~o~~,~P~~+ll~,II~P~~~, ax~(c~(~))-/luill(~)>o~ when m,(p) = w 
and 
cuXolE,(.,,-IUrl-_uPI~i. 
By Theorem 2.1 we compute W~)E L,( Ci, mi, m,) such that lwpl= crxOIE((.,) - IuTI - IvyI; 
let w, = t( wI)). 
(i) is an easy consequence of Ax,, = 0 and of the definition of wi, we leave the 
proof for the reader. 
(ii) We first remark that for any u E T” and p EN’, 
pL[u) and ~+~lluIl[u’~“) * CL[U’)P+-~II~I. 
We then write 
CL:(k)(P) = x:(c:(P))+ k%(c:(P)), 
/A(k) <co .ti, and p:(k) G w A: by the characteristic equation. It is now easy to check 
that by the choice of a and for k large enough, 
We deduce from this lemma the following. 
Corollary 4.1. Let (021, cp) be a perfect MGTS on a Petri net R = (P, T, Pre, Post), 
Ax = b its characteristic equation. Then 
L(Q, cp)#B 
e .,&!I[t,+,) for every OG is n - 1 
and the equation Ax = b has an integer 
(not necessarily positive) solution. 
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Now it is clear that these properties are decidable. If w can compute for a Petri net 
R and two markings pi and pLr a finite set r of perfect MGTS such that 
we shall have proved that reachability 
how to compute these perfect MGTS. 
4.2. The decomposition of the MGTS 
is decidable. We show in the next section 
We begin by defining the decomposition scheme as it appeared in Section 3.2.3. 
Definition. A MGTS on a Petri net R is said to be decomposed into a finite (possibly 
empty) set I of MGTS iff there exists 0 sj s n such that 
(i) for every (021’, cp’) E r, %’ is obtained by replacing in 011 C, by a GTS 
(C,, m,)r,. . . fk(Ck, mk) 
(ii) L(% cp) = u~“!,,,V’)il. L(%‘, cp’). 
Now we can introduce the decomposition theorem. 
Theorem 4.2. Let (Ou, cp) be a MGTS on a Petri net R = (P, T, Pre, Post). We can 
decompose (Q, cp) into a finite (possibly empty) computable set of perfect MGTS r 
satisfying for any (%I, cp’) E r 
Proof. 
Let Ax = b be the characteristic equation of (Ou, cp). If (Q, cp) is not perfect then 
one of these four cases occurs. 
(i) There exists c,(p), (c:(p)) such that Ax = OJX(C,( p)) = 0. In this case, by 
Theorem 2.2, we can compute the finite set of values taken by those x(c,(p)), 
(x( ci( p))) in Ax = b and we substitute to the corresponding Ju,( p) = w, (Ju:( p) = w) 
those values. The desired property will be then obtained in one step. This decomposi- 
tion is shown in Fig. 3. 
(ii) There exists e E E( C,) such that Ax =0+x(e) = 0. We then compute the finite 
set of values taken by x(e) in Ax = b and using Proposition 3.5, we substitute in Q 
GTS to C,. It remains to mark the new IPG. To do that we remark that if 
(Ci, mi)t,. . . 6g,sdCig,,j, 4.,, ) is one of these IPG and if u, is such that 
~SU;)/Ju:, p, s,,JK, p, <,A:, u,=uj’t,.. .r,,c,,u)“‘“’ 
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pLi[ up. . . t,)pU: SW rn; 
*pJuP.. . p()p(’ SW rnj (since C, is a precovering graph) 
*p,[up.. .tpitj+,)pj+’ SW m:,, (since ml[ t,)mi+,) 
and the new markings will be 
tAi, 4) for Ci, 
(m:, m;) for Cl, O<j<Ig(s), 
(m;‘,,,,, A:) for C&,,. 
Of course A, G,,, rniJ= mi, JX: 6, m,kc.,,= m,. This is illustrated byFig. 4. 
(iii) There exists i such that m, f C(R, C,, rn;, Ali). We apply Proposition 3.3 and 
substitute GTS to Ci. Now we must mark the new IPG. Let 
(C;;, &)t,. . . ~lg~sdC~g~,,r mi&, ) be one of those IPG similarly to the previous case 
we will mark 
G by (A,, 4, Cl by (m,‘, mf) for O<j<lg(s) 
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Fig. 4 
The problem is for the output marking of C&,,. If u, E T* satisfies pL,[u,)pI for 
pu, <,.A& and pi s_ Jzli and if u, is decomposed into u, = uot,. . . t,p,5ju~(‘) where 
u: E L(C:, m;‘, m,“)), we get PL: s,, A: and pi s,,, m&,,, thus 
m&,,,(p) f w and Al(p) Z w * m;,,,,(p) = -Hi(p). 
We then restrict the substitution of C, to the IPG in which mg,,) satisfies the previous 
property and we mark Cg,,, by (m&,,,A:“‘“) where Uti:“‘w is defined by 
JZllncw < -W A:, 
(sde Fig. 5). 
,,fl!‘“” < I .,,, m;,,,, and .:l/r:“‘“(p) = w iff A:(p) = m&,(p) = w, 
(iv) There exists i such that rn; # C(R”‘, C:“, m,, .a:). We apply Proposition 3.4 
and invert the process of case (iii). 
To prove the termination of this algorithm it suffices to remark that in cases (ii), 
n m 
Fig. 5 
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(iii) and (iv), we diminish in the new IPG the number of w-components or the 
number of arcs when the number of w-components remains unchanged. Thus we 
strictly decrease the couple (Card(O( C)), Card(E(C))) according to the lexico- 
graphic order. The convergence of the algorithm is then a consequence of the 
well-foundedness of multiset ordering [2]. 
The conditions A’“( %‘, cp’) G,,, -a’“( %, cp) and AO”‘( 021’, cp’) so A”“‘( Ou, cp) are 
realised since each time we substitute at the same place a marking .H’ to another 
Ju we take care that A’ SW “H, (see Figs. 3-5). 
4.3. Proving the decidability of the reachability 
Let R = (P, T Pre, Post) be a Petri net and pi, pf two markings in Ni? We apply 
the decomposition Theorem on the MGTS defined by Q& = (C, 6) where C is a 
graph with one vertex 6 and Card(T) arcs (6, 6) each labelled by a different 
transition of T. The marking ‘p,, of (C, W) is (CLi, pr). Then 
U%,, cpo) = UR PL,, I-Q.) 
and we get the desired theorem. 
Theorem 4.3. Let R = (P, T, Pre, Post) be a Petri net and t_~~ and t.~~ an initial and a 
final marking. We can compute ajinite (possibly empty) set r ofperfect MGTS having 
pi and t_+ as input and output marking such that 
L(R, t-cir t-+) = U L(“u, cp). 
(“//,q)i,’ 
The direct corollary is the following. 
Corollary 4.3. Let R = (P, T, Pre, Post) a Petri net and /Ii and t.~~ an initial and a 
final marking. We can decide if L( R, pi, put) # (4 and if it is the case we can compute 
a reachability sequence in it. 
Proof. “.Ai[t,+,)” and “Ax = b has an integer solution” are two decidable 
properties. 0 
5. Some consequences of the new structure in Petri net language theory 
The structure we have presented permits to prove new results in Petri net language 
theory and gives new techniques to study Petri net languages with a final marking. 
In this section we begin by proving that wide classes of languages are not Petri net 
languages. Then we prove that regularity is decidable for unlabelled Petri net 
languages. We conclude by a new proof of the fact that PAL(Z) is not a Petri net 
language. This result is due to Jantzen [S] who proved it in a fully different way. 
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It is important to recall here that the most general definition for a Petri net language 
is the following [13]: 
Definition. A language L on an alphabet C is a Petri net language iff there exist a 
Petri net R = (P, T, Pre, Post), two marking pi and pr in NP and a morphism h from 
T in 1 such that 
(The definition in [ 131 is more restrictive: pi and pr may have only one nonzero 
component but we will not need a such restrictive definition.) 
5.1. The iteration lemma 
Lemma 4.1 is easily translated into the following lemma valid for any Petri net 
language. 
Lemma 5.1. Let R = (P, T, Pre, Post) a Petri net, p, E Np, POE N” an initial and a$nal 
marking. Let h be a morphism from T* in 2*. There exists a jinite (possibl_v empty) 
computable set of perfect MGTS r such that Ali”( Ou, cp) = pi, A”“‘(%, cp) = pr, 
L(%,cp)#(dforany (021,cp)~rand 
h(L(R, pi, pf))= U h(L(a, ~1). ( ‘N,p,i I’ 
Moreover, if ((u,, v,)),,. ,_ n is a sequence qf covering sequences for (%, cp) E 1; there 
exists k,,EN and,for every O~isn, W,E L(C,, m,, m,), P,E L(C,, m,, m,) such that 
for every k 2 k,: 
U, = h(u,)‘h(P,,)h(w,,)“h(v,Jhh(t,).. .h(u,)hh(P,,)h(w,)hh(v,,)” c h(L(R, /J,, t-4). 
The following simplification of Lemma 5.1 permits to prove that a wide family 
of languages are not Petri net languages. 
Theorem 5.1. Let R = (P, T, Pre, Post) be a Petri net, pi E N”, t_~,-E N” an initial and a 
final marking, h a morphism from T* in 2‘“. Let a E E. We define 
%a) = {Iu(,, for u E h(L(R, I-G, CLV))}. 
Then, A!?( a) is injiniteeZ(a) contains an arithmetic sequence with a nonzero ratio. 
Proof. Let VE L(C,, m,, m,) such that Ih(v)lU f0 and ui E CS( R, C,, m,, A,) since 
(%, cp) is a perfect MGTS, for a k great enough u, = u:“v is a covering sequence of 
CS( R, C,, m,, A,) (Proposition 3.3) such that Ih(u,)(, Z 0. We then apply Lemma 
5.1 for an arbitrary sequence ((u,, u,))(,. ,. n of covering sequences for (%, cp) contain- 
ing u, then for I3 k,), 
Ih(PJh(t,). . .h(t,,)h(P,,)In+llh(Uo)h(wo). . .h(w,)h(v,,h, Ez(a). 0 
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This theorem implies that the languages for which a set Z(a) for an a E 3 is not 
dense enough are not Petri net languages. Some examples of such languages are 
given in the following corollary. 
Corollary 5.1. The languages 
{a f12, n EN}, {abab2ab’. . ab”, n E N}, 
{up, p prime}, {ar”L”g’““, n EN} 
are not Petri net languages. 
The fact that {abab2ab3.. . ab”, n E FU} is not a Petri net language has already been 
used by Pelz and Parigot in [12]. 
5.2. The regularity of L( R, pi, pr) is decidable 
Before proving Theorem 5.2 we recall the iteration for regular languages [l]. 
Lemma 5.2. Let L be a regular language. There exists a constant NL such that for any 
word u E L in which NL letters are marked, u can be written u = ax/3 where a, x, p 
contains at least one marked letter and ox*P E L for any n EN. 
We now prove Theorem 5.2. 
Theorem 5.2. Let R = (P, T, Pre, Post) be a Petri net, t_~ E Np, ~_L,.E NP an initial and a 
final marking. The regularity of the language L( R, /I~, pr) is decidable. 
Proof. Let r be a set of MGTS computed as in Lemma 5.1. We are going to prove 
that L( R, pi, puf) is regular iff for any (%, cp) E r and any precovering graph C, of 
(% cp), O(C) =0. 
First it is clear that if n(C,)=0, L(~,cp)=L(C,,,m,,m,,)t,...t,L(C,,,m,,m,) 
and is then regular; if this is true for every (%I, cp) E f, L( R, pi, pf) is regular as a 
union of regular languages. 
Conversely, let A be the characteristic matrix of (“u, cp) and x,] any maximal 
support solution of Ax = 0. By Lemma 5.1 there exists pi, u,, w,, U, such that 
(i) X,,(C:(P)) =C_(=,, II n,w,u;Il(p) (X”(C”(P)) =O), 
(ii) &&w~v,kt,. . .u~p,,w~v~~ L(R, p,,t_+) for kz k,, 
Let ai, bi, c,, d,, e, be arbitrary letters and consider the morphism 
8: a, + u,, b,+p,, ci+w,, d,+v;, e,+t,. 
The language F’(L(R, pi, pt)) n a$b,c,Td,Te,. . . a~b,,c~d~ is regular and the words 
aib,c,kd,ke,. . . aib,,ckdi belong to it for k 2 k,,. We choose k large enough and apply 
Lemma 5.2, marking successively ai, c,, d, and we get immediately 11 ui )( = 0, 11 wi 1) = 0, 
11 v, 11 = 0. Now (%, cp) is perfect, then A, = Ai = mj and x,,(cl( p)) = 0 thus m, E NP 
and n(C,)=O. q 
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5.3. The set of palindromes is not a Petri net language 
We now reprove Jantzen’s result with the help of Lemma 5.1. Before doing the 
proof we recall some well-known definitions and results from combinatoric word 
theory. 
Definitions. (i) PAL(~)={uEE*(u~=u}. 
(ii) Two words u and u of E” are called conjugate iff there exists (x, 11) E @I;*)” 
such that u = x~f and v = _rx. 
(iii) v is a prefix of u, denoted by v < u iff u = VW. 
(iv) ~1 E 1” is a sub-word of u E I* iff u = avb. 
(v) u E E” is said to be cuhe:free if it does not contain a subword u such that 
u = av’b. 
(vi) A primitive root of u E E* is a sub-word u of u such that u = v’ and lg(v) 
is minimal. 
The notions of conjugate and primitive root are essential for the forthcoming 
proofs. We lists their properties in the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.3.1 Let (u, u) E (TX*)‘. !f there exists one unique primitive root for u we will 
denote it b_yp(u). Moreover, v= u”+p(u)=p(v), u and v are conjugate+p(u) and 
p(v) are conjugate, if ,for an injinity qf k there exists k’ such that uh < vh’ then 
P(U) = P(V). 
The proof of this lemma is for one part proposed for exercises and for the other 
part a consequence of [3, Theorem 1.3.31. 
In addition we will need two other results. 
Lemma 5.3.2 abcdeE PAL(E)+b is a sub-word of (de)R or dR is a sub-word of ab 
Lemma 5.3.3 If Card(X) 3 2 then there are arbitrary long cube:free words in 2*. 
Lemma 5.3.2 is trivial, Lemma 5.3.3 is a very classical result proved for example 
in [9]. 
We are now in a position to prove Theorem 5.3. 
Theorem 5.3. Let R = (P, T, Pre, Post) be a Petri net, pi and pur two markings in N’. 
Let h be any labelling on T in 2;” then If Card(I) 2 2, 
PAL(I)+ h(L(R pi> pt.)) 
Proof. The principle of the proof is the following. We use Lemma 5.1 and prove 
that if 
PAL(x) = U lr(L(% cp)) 
, 0.q ,I I’ 
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then for any (Q,cp)~r and any IPG %,=(C,,m,) of (%,cp), L(C,,mi,mi)=xT. 
This contradicts the existence of arbitrary long cube-free words in Z*. 
Claim 1. Let (%, cp) be u MGTS on R such that h(L(%, cp)) c PAL(Z). Let 
(C"i9 Zli))ls=len be any sequence of covering sequences for (‘%, p) and let (w,)~),~~,, 
satisfies the conclusion of Lemma 5.1. Then for any integers 1 and m such that 
0 < 1 c m < n one of the following two cases occurs: 
(i) p(h(u,)) is a conjugate of p(x) for an 
x~ ij {h(uOR, h(wi)R, h(v,)RIu{A, h(v,)RI, 
,=m+, 
(ii) p(h(v,)R) is a conjugate of p(x) for an 
XE U {h(w), h(w,L h(u,)luIA, h(u,)). 
i=” 
Proof. Suppose h( ut) # A and h( v,) # A. We have 
h(u,)kh(Po)h(wo)kh(Zl”)kh(f,). ..h(u,)kh(p,)h(w,)~h(v,)k~PAL(~) 
then by Lemma 5.2 we obtain that either 
h(u,)k is a sub-word of (h(v,,,)kh(t,,+,). . .h(u,)“h(P,)h(w,)“h(vn)‘)’ 
or 
(h(v,)“)R is a sub-word of h(uO)“h(p,Jh(w,I)“h(vO)h.. .h(t,)h(u,)“. 
Suppose we are in the first case (the second one is symmetrical). We claim that 
h(ut)k is of the form ab”‘c with 
bES= 5 {h(u,)R, h(W,)R, h(uORIu{h(v,)RJ 
i=m+l 
and lim&+oc k’= +a. Indeed if h(ut)k does not contain a sub-word b“ with b in S, 
it has the form (see Fig. 6) czbklPch~~ where a and b are in S and (Y, p, y have 
I S’CaSe 
t 
h(u , ; 
h(u , ; 
Fig. 6. 
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bounded length, moreover, the length of h(u,)“ tends to infinity with k which 
establishes our claim. 
Now this property can be translated into “there exists x conjugate of h(u,) such 
that xh = bk’ca”. The set S is finite and h(u,) has a finite set of conjugates thus there 
exist x conjugate of h(u,), b E S and an infinity of k such that bk’<xh and 
lim k_+X k’= +a. This implies by Lemma 5.3.1 that p(b) =p(x) but p(x) is a 
conjugate of p( h( u,)) thus p( h( u,)) is a conjugate of p(b) for a b E S which is just 
our claim. q 
Claim 2. h(L(021, cp)) c PAL(E) implies that for any IPG (C,, m,) of (Q, cp) there 
exists x, E TZ such that L( C,, m,, m,) c XT:. 
Proof. Suppose that the property is true for k < n + 1 IPG of (Ou, cp). We will prove 
it is true for k + 1 IPG. Let 1 and m, such that 0 c I s m < n, be the numbers of the 
first and the last IPG for which the property is not proved (see Fig. 7). If 
h(UC,, mf, m,)) =Cn or h(UC,,,, m,, m,)) =O the result is trivial. Suppose the 
contrary. Let uf and v,,, be two covering sequences of CS(R, C,, m,, A,) and 
CS( R, C:z\-, m,, AZ:,,) respectively. By Proposition 3.3 we may suppose h(q) # A 
and h(v,,,) # A. Moreover, since UT and vz, are sets of covering sequences we may 
suppose Ig(h(u,)) = lg(h(n,,,)). 
If the property is false for (C,, m,) and (CT,,,, m,) there exists u E L( C,, m,, m,) 
and v~L(C,,,,m,,,,m,,,) such that h(u)#A, h(v)fh and p(h(u))#p(h(u,)), 
p(h(u)) f p(h(v,,,)). By replacing u by u2 if necessary we will suppose lg(h(u)) f 
Ig(h(u)). 
We define u,(k)= u:u and v,,(k)= vu:,,. By Propositions 3.3 and 3.4 u,(k) and 
v,,,(k) are covering sequences for k large enough. We begin by proving that 
p(h(u,(k))) or p(h(v,,,(k))) take the same value for an infinity of k. Let ((u,, u,)),,,,. n 
be an arbitrary sequence of covering sequences for (OU, cp). We substitute u,(k)) to 
~1 and v,,(k) to u,,,, then we apply the result of Claim 1. Since by the recursion 
hypothesis p(h(u,))=p(h(w,))=p(h(v,))=p(x,) for ill-1 or ism+l the only 
case where the result is not trivial is when p( h( u,( k))) is a conjugate of p( h( v,( k))) 
for any k large enough. Let then for those k’s I(k) =Ig(p(h(u,(k)))) = 
Ig(p(h(v,,,(k)))) (since two conjugate words have the same length). We have 
I(k) divides k lg(h(u,))+lg(h(u)), I(k) divides k lg(h(v,,))+lg(h(v)). 
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Thus I(k) divides lg(h(u))-lg(h(v)) and since lg( h( u)) # lg( h( v)), I(k) may only 
take a finite set of values, so does p(h( u,(k))) (2 is finite). 
The conclusion is now easy. Let p( h( u,( k))) = x for an infinity of k. Since h( u,) f A 
for an infinity of k’s h( u,)~ < h( u,( k)) = x”, so by Lemma 5.3.1 p(h(u,)) = p(x) =x 
andh(u,)=x’~)soh(u)=~~‘-“k (‘and p(h(u)) = p(x) =p(h(u,)), a contradiction. 0 
By Lemma 5.3.3 there exists u E E*, a cube-free word such that 
lg(U)> sup i (1g(h(t,))+31g(xi)) . 
(“o,q7)tl‘ ( i-0 > 
Then unR E UC,,j,,Vjt,. xzh(t,). . .xf-,h(t,)xf thus u = xy’z with y Z A which is 
impossible since u is cube-free. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.3. 0 
Conclusion 
In this article we tried to present the fundamental structure which permits to 
decide the reachability problem and extracted it from the proofs it was used by [ 10, 
71. The MGTS are now the analogue of the covering graph in the case where we 
add a final marking to the Petri net. As the precovering graph it leads to substantial 
progress in the study of firable sequences and Petri net languages. Now we hope 
that this new structure will be exploited to solve numerous problems in Petri net 
theory. 
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